Michelle de Groot created the first rendition of *Poppy Art* as a tribute to her uncle who never came home from the war. This piece is a simplified version of that work that others can create on their own.

Learn the whole story behind the quilt in [Show 2613].

- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 35 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 99 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 300 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 35 Pieces Rotating](#)
- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 99 Pieces Rotating](#)
- [PoppyArtbyMichelledeGroot - 300 Pieces Rotating](#)
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